Utilising the EGFR interactome to identify mechanisms of drug resistance in non-small cell lung cancer - Proof of concept towards a systems pharmacology approach.
Drug treatment of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) positive non-small cell lung cancer has improved substantially by targeting activating mutations within the receptor tyrosine kinase domain. However, the development of drug resistance still limits this approach. As root causes, large heterogeneity between tumour entities but also within tumour cells have been suggested. Therefore, approaches to identify these multitude and complex mechanisms are urgently required. Affinity purification coupled with high resolution mass spectrometry was applied to isolate and characterise the EGFR interactome from HCC4006 non-small cell lung cancer cells and their variant HCC4006rERLO0.5 adapted to grow in the presence of therapeutically relevant concentrations of erlotinib. Bioinformatics analyses were carried out to identify proteins and their related molecular functions that interact differentially with EGFR in the untreated state or when incubated with erlotinib prior to EGFR activation. Across all experimental conditions 375 proteins were detected to participate in the EGFR interactome, 90% of which constituted a complex protein interaction network that was bioinformatically reconstructed from literature data. Treatment of HCC4006rERLO0.5 cells carrying a resistance phenotype to erlotinib was associated with an increase of protein levels of members of the clathrin-associated adaptor protein family AP2 (AP2A1, AP2A2, AP2B1), structural proteins of cytoskeleton rearrangement as well as signalling molecules such as Shc. Validation experiments confirmed activation of the Ras-Raf-Mek-Erk (MAPK)-pathway, of which Shc is an initiating adaptor molecule, in HCC4006rERLO0.5 cells. Taken together, differential proteins in the EGFR interactome of HCC4006rERLO0.5 cells were identified that could be related to multiple resistance mechanisms including alterations in growth factor receptor expression, cellular remodelling processes suggesting epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition as well as alterations in downstream signalling. Knowledge of these mechanisms is a pivotal step to build an integrative model of drug resistance in a systems pharmacology manner and to be able to investigate the interplay of these mechanisms and ultimately recommend combinatorial treatment strategies to overcome drug resistance.